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Type Token Mathematics.  A Textbook of MathematicaI Linguist ics.  
By GusTAv HERDAN. Mouton & Cie, The Hague (Janua Linguarum, Series Major, 
IV), 1960. iv -t- 338 pp. ( + 110 pp. of indices and tables of functions). 54 Dutch 
GL, approx. $14.00. 
We find little to commend in this enormous and rambling essay. As a collection 
of facts, it brings surprisingly little that is new (as contrasted with an earlier 
book by the same author) and its coverage of known results is spotty and biased. 
As a collection of theories, it is utterly unreliable, as we shall see in the sequel of 
this review. Finally, it is billed as a textbook written for linguists; however, it is 
so hard to read, that it is unlikely to enlighten any reader lacking a fair mathe- 
matical sophistication. On the other hand, the sophisticated reader may, after a 
glance at this book, conceive the strongest doubts concerning the relevance of 
mathematics to the study of language and of discourse; at the very least, he will 
doubt the relevance of statistics, which is the only technique actually used by 
tterdan (his considerations about projective geometry, which we have not followed 
very well, do not appear to use any theorem). In other terms, books like this one 
are not even politically useful and play right into the hands of the small but 
vocal group of scholars who identify "l inguistics" with formal grammar (plus 
occasional considerations about handwriting) and, rightfully pointing out the 
rather obvious fact that statistics has rather l ittle to do with their efforts, con- 
c]ude that it is irrelevant o the whole of linguistics. 
Actually, Herdan repeatedly claims, all through the book, that the ordinary 
methods of statistics are inadequate in mathematicM linguistics. We could not find 
a justification of that opinion, except in the fact that statistical differences between 
samples of discourse may be better summarized by special characteristics, rather 
than by those which were introduced for the purposes of (say) agriculture. Our 
comments will therefore be made from the viewpoint of "ordinary statistics." 
Let us also hasten to say that we were not able to follow in detail the very 
extensive purely philosophical considerations on "duMity" and similar topics, 
which make up Parts IV and V and much of the rest of the book; as a result, we 
shall express no opinion concerning them. Other chapters are devoted to an ex- 
position of "ordinary" information theory, which we did not find impressive but 
shall not discuss either. Finally, over 100 pages of the book are devoted to a set 
of tables of a certain combinatorial expression, which may turn out to be useful 
to others but is not much used by the author. All this reduces the "actual" length 
of the book considerably. What remains is (1) a few short chapters, or parts of 
chapters, each devoted to some isolated statistical observation about language; 
(2) a number of chapters scattered all through the book but all devoted to the 
problem of word frequencies (and to the problem of the structure of taxonomies). 
This last topic constitutes the largest connected set of considerations, that one 
can find in this book, and we shall now proceed to examine what the author has 
to say about it. 
First of all, Herdan follows Marker,  Yule, and the information theorists in 
agreeing that it is meaningful to speak of word probabilities in homogeneous 
samples as limits of word frequencies. This is what makes the application of 
statistics at all meaningful. But on most other features of word frequency dis- 
tribution it seems that different opinions are held at different points of the book. 
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Consider the relation between the total number of words in a sample, k (or 
number of tokens), and the number of different words, n (or number of types). 
In Chapter I, it is stated that n(k) = Hk a, where A and H are constants (and A 
is less than 1); but on page 78, another formula is used to represent data that to 
the reviewer still seem to follow the law Hk "~. In Chapter I, this law n(k) is "ex- 
plained" by assuming that the relative increases dn/n and dk/k are proportional. 
This model happens to be essentially identical to the one suggested by Yule in 
the context of the structure of taxonomies; but Yule had the justification that 
in his case both dn/n and dk/k were proportional to time, whereas they seem to 
lack any concrete meaning for word frequencies. 
Consider now the relationship existing between the rank r, which a word 
occupies in an ordering of all words by decreasing frequencies, and the fre- 
quency of that word. The classical result concerning this relation is Zipf's law: 
p(r) = P/r ,  or the improvement to that law which was suggested by the re- 
viewer: p(r) = P(r  + V) -l/a. The reviewer and others have shown that if the 
frequencies of the words tend to limits (and also under wider conditions), n(k) 
Hk a and p(r) --- P(r + V) -1I~ are necessary consequences of each other. Herdan 
tries to disprove this mutual relationship by using quite invalid arguments: For 
example, he notes the fact that, in order to derive n(k) from p(r), when A < 1, 
it is possible and useful to assume that the number of different words available 
to the speaker is infinite; he observes that this is an impossible assumption, 
because the length of every word is in practice bounded by (say) 12 letters. But 
actually it follows that the number of different words is bounded by 26 ~, which 
is of an order of magnitude that can precisely be safely replaced by infinity in a 
calculation such as the derivation of p (r) from n(k); besides, Herdan's own deriva- 
tion of n(k) also assumes that there is an infinite number of words. 
But the greatest mystery is Herdan's attitude towards the validity of Zipf's 
law itself. At some points he asserts that this law is obvious, because the index r 
ranks the words by decreasing frequency in a sample !. At other points he states 
that the law is not obvious and in fact that there is no law at all. At still other 
points, he implies that there is a law, but that it could not be of Zipf's simple 
form p(r) = P / r  a~d that the two parameters introduced in the reviewer's formula 
are too many; instead he asserts that the data are well represented by the log- 
normal law (which happens also to involve two parameters !). The unwary reader 
may even be impressed by figure 5, until he realizes that it relates to data from 
which the first 300 words have been omitted! (and even this is not sufficient o 
obtain a good fit). 
The lognormal aw reappears later, to represent he number of letters (or of 
phonemes) per word (the evidence of figure II is again totally inadequate). Then 
(p. 136) it is claimed that the frequency of a word of length i is given by Zipf's 
law with one parameter, p(i) = Pi--IfA; this result is attributed (without any 
basis whatsoever) to Good, Simon, and the reviewer. This invalidates all the 
considerations about the number of letters in a word. 
In Chapter XV, Zipf's law with one parameter is accepted as an established 
f~ct and Herdan criticises the model which was suggested by Simon in I955 (the 
author's objections are not the same as those of the reviewer). 
The style of the book is pretentious and the level of detailed editing is very 
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poor (wrong references, ere .. . .  ). The printing is superb; the price (fortunately) 
is rather steep. 
A textbook of mathematical linguistics remains to be written. 
Bt]NOIT MANDELBROT 
I .B.M. Research Center 
Yorktown Heights, N. Y. 
Advances in Computers, Vol. I. Edited by FRANZ L. ALT. Academic Press, 
New York and London, 1960. x + 316 pp. $10.00. 
This is a collection of six essays, five of which will be reviewed by different 
persons (it is not the intention of the Book Review Editor to proceed in the same 
fashion when other collective publications are submitted to him). 
Numerical Weather Prediction, by N. A. Phillips. Reviewed by D. A. Quarles, 
3r. of the Data Systems Division, I.B.M., in New York City. 
The author has provided a highly commendable survey of principles, computa- 
tional techniques, and experiments in the dynamical forecasting of large-scale 
weather phenomena. An excellent bibliography containing ninety-nine items is 
appended. 
The article contains forty-eight pages of which the text occupies forty-three, 
and a brief outline and the reference list the remainder. In this limited space 
considerable theoretical and practical information is supplied which should 
constitute a valuable guide to workers entering the field, and should be of much 
interest o nonspecialists acquainted with fundamentals of physics and partial 
differential equations. 
With the aid of an example the author focuses attention on the importance of 
computer speed for the "truly tremendous amount of arithmetic" involved in 
the numerical solution of even simplified versions of the forecasting equations. 
The progress in computer developments in recent years fortunately renders 
rather conservative the author's remark that computer technology is advancing 
to the point where such computation speeds as a multiplication time of 8 ~sec 
will be available. (For example, the STRETCH computer has a multiplication 
speed of approximately 2.7 t~sec.) Nevertheless, much further increase in speed 
is desired in order to reduce the computing time for various versions of the equa- 
tions. 
Little is said about alternative coordinate systems. It is remarked that a con- 
venient form of the basic equations is obtained if pressure is introduced as a 
"vertical" coordinate rather than height. Although conformal mappings (stereo- 
graphic, Mercator, Lambert conformal) are mentioned, the mathematical diffi- 
culties introduced by the spherical shape of the Earth are not treated. 
A detailed development is given of the basic equations involved in two main 
types of forecasting formulation, i.e., the hydrostatic and geostrophic systems of 
equations. The reasons for various approximations introduced, "analyses" of 
observations in preparation of initial data, alternative methods of computation 
by the use of finite differences, computational stability for linearized versions of 
the equations, and comparative advantages of the two systems are discussed. 
